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Abstract
A recent addition to the foyer of Maynooth 
University Library has caught the attention 
of staff, students, libraries, and the media. 
Elaine Bean, Senior Library Assistant at 
Maynooth University provides an insight 
into the success of Maynooth University 
Library’s Short Story Dispenser.
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Where did the idea start?
While at CONUL 221, Elaine came upon a demonstration of a short story 
dispenser. This machine provided opportunities for the user to select short 
stories, poetry or graphic art and this selection was then printed out on what 
looks like a till receipt. The many possibilities of how this could be used at 
Maynooth University Library became apparent quite quickly. A key benefit 
focused on Student Wellness as the dispenser provided obvious opportunities 
for students to read something other than their course work and take some 
time out for their mental health. Additional benefits included the opportunity 
to bring more of the arts on campus and finally it provided a great 
opportunity to develop further collaboration with staff and students across 
the University. Initially, MU Library was given an opportunity to have a Short 
Story Dispenser on short-term loan. As soon as it was installed it drew 
attention. Library users were stopping to get a short story or poem, and small 
groups of people gathered around the machine chatting about their printout.  

What is a Short Story Dispenser? 
A short story dispenser typically works by dispensing literature in the form of 
a short story, poem or graphic novel form without charge. It is up to the user 
to decide which format they wish to choose from.  It started in France but has 
spread to other countries and the one in Maynooth is the first one in Ireland.  
It appeals to fleeting readers and is suited to high traffic areas with lots of 
people passing through interested in a literary digression. 

How does it work? 
Looking at the content, initially the dispenser came with three options: 1 
minute, 3 minute or a 5 minute story. However, they can be edited to suit 
differing needs. Short Éditions (the Company who make the dispenser) 
amended the content of the buttons to include 1. Short Story, 2. A Poem, 3. 
Graphic Art. 

1 Consortia of National and University Libraries Conference 2022 https://conul.ie/
conul-annual-conference-2022-registration-programme/ 

Figure 1: Screenshot of usage statistics from short story dispenser at Maynooth University 
Library from 19/12/2022 to 2/3/2023.

These figures clearly indicate how hugely popular it has been with 1,319 stories 
dispensed in the 75 days that the usage stats cover (which includes weekends 
and the Christmas holiday period) or over 17.5 stories per day. The 
Administration Portal is very user friendly and gives easy access to content and 
statistics which is very useful in determining future content. Four library staff 
have received training and can now amend the content. 

How has collaboration evolved?
One great benefit of the dispenser has been opportunities it presented 
including the ongoing work between the Library and the Department of 
English among other University colleagues. A key aim is to build content from 
Maynooth authors and dedicating one of the buttons accordingly, allowing 
MU to showcase the talents of staff and students. 

“It offers students a break from whatever is racing through their minds, makes space 
for art and storytelling in an everyday way, and offers intriguing possibilities for the 
many writers and creators we have on campus. I direct the new MA in Creative 
Writing and I also work with some of our talented undergraduate Creative Writing 
students; I’m looking forward to facilitating some interesting collaborations with 
the library and its friendly art robot in the months ahead”.
Belinda McKeon, Associate Professor of Creative Writing / Co-Ordinator,  
MA in Creative Writing, Maynooth University Department of English
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Locally, staff and students could submit content in a similar way as if publishing in a 
journal or book. The content would be checked for accuracy and grammatical errors 
and it could then be added to the dispenser content. 

Green Campus 
Keeping the Green Campus in mind, it is ideal that the text is printed on sustainably 
sources paper, printed on demand with thermal technology so there is no ink, no 
cartridge or no waste. And for those who love their phones or prefer not to print, a 
new development being explored is the use of QR codes where the Library can 
position codes around the Library or indeed across the campus giving access to 
content from the dispenser.

What are people saying? 

“It’s a way to look at something that you don’t see 
everywhere … something unique. If you aren’t into poetry it 
could be your first experience with it and open your mind to 
something new” Eleanh, MU Student

“It is a very novel and exciting experience to press a button 
and get a short story, poem or a piece of graphic art. In a few 
seconds I was transported to Belgium where my wonderful 
short story was based. A perfect way to take a short break 
from it all.” Marie, MU International Student

The Short Story Dispenser, which looks like a friendly robot 
hanging out at the entrance of the university library, is just a 
brilliant idea and a joyful and generous presence on 
campus”. Belinda McKeon, MU
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Future Plans
Moving forward and looking to make the most of the dispenser, MU Library’s 
plan is to align content with specific themes and events such as focusing on 
climate change during Climate week or sharing content related to LGBTQ 
during Pride month. This will also compliment traditional print exhibitions 
and side by side in the library they will present opportunities for staff and 
students to engage with library collections and also with literary material. 

Conclusion 
In summary, the installation of the short story dispenser has been a great 
success.  It’s great to see library users stop for a few minutes and read. It 
makes people smile, and that has to be a good thing. For further information 
please contact Elaine.Bean@mu.ie or PBarr@interleaf.ie or explore recent 
media coverage:

McNally, F. (2023) ‘The plot thins – Frank McNally on France’s latest 
contribution to civilisation: the short-story dispenser’, The Irish Times, 02 Feb, 
available: https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/an-irish-diary/2023/02/03/
the-plot-thins-frank-mcnally-on-frances-latest-contribution-to-civilisation-
the-short-story-dispenser/ [accessed 27 Mar 2023].

Newstalk (2023) ‘Henry visits Maynooth University’s new Short Story 
Dispenser’, Moncrieff [podcast], 07 Feb, available: https://www.newstalk.com/
podcasts/highlights-from-moncrieff/henry-visits-maynooth-universitys-new-
short-story-dispenser [accessed 27 Mar 2023].

Spotify (2023) ‘Book vending machines’, The Ryan Tubridy Show [podcast], 15 
Feb, available: https://open.spotify.com/episode/6DRWLZySL7MGahoDUIHCdY 
[accessed 27 Mar 2023]. 

Writing.ie (2023) The short story dispenser: What is it and how to submit your 
work, available: https://www.writing.ie/resources/the-short-story-dispenser-
what-is-it-and-how-to-submit-your-work/ [accessed 27 Mar 2023].

Elaine Bean, Senior Library Assistant, Facilities and Events at Maynooth University 
Library.
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